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The bottom line: Stress is easing but still challenging times
• Financial stress eased a bit last week after Evergrande dodged the default for now and officials have
become more vocal about the crisis highlighting that risks can be controlled.
• We may have passed the ‘peak stress’ levels in the Evergrande crisis but it is still too early to make a final
verdict. We doubt that Evergrande will avoid a default but has probably just postponed it.
• The stress level is still high in China’s property sector due to falling home sales and financing channels
being severely squeezed.
• The Chinese government should have the tools to control the crisis, as it can underpin home sales by
moderate easing of housing policies and support financing to healthy developers through state banks.
• We keep a close eye on home sales, though, as it could decline further if buyers become uncertain of
buying from developers. Or they could choose to only buy from state-owned developers, that are deemed
more safe. This would be a serious blow to private developers.

• The downward pressure on growth from the property crisis, Covid outbreaks and the energy crisis will
continue in coming quarters.
Recent research on China’s property crisis and economy:
Strategy China - Closer to peak stress, 15 October 2021
China Macro Monitor – Growth revised lower as property crisis to linger into 2022, 5 October 2021
Research China - No Lehman moment but financial stress is not over, 29 September 2021
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#1 High yield market (dominated by developers)
Offshore high yield rates
off the highs after
Evergrande payment

Source: Macrobond Financial, Bloomberg.
Note: Past or current performance is no guarantee of future performance.
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#2 Stock price of the big developers

Stock prices of biggest
developers up from the lows.

Source: Macrobond Financial, Bloomberg.
Note: Past or current performance is no guarantee of future performance.
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#3 Home sales

Home sales are key for developer’s
cash flows – and an indicator of
home buyer confidence. Lower
again in September

Source: Macrobond Financial, Bloomberg. NBS.
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#4 Lending to households
Households borrow less
money for home purchases

Source: Macrobond Financial, Bloomberg. NBS, PBoC.
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#5 Lending to developers

Bank lending to developers
need to increase to ease
their funding crunch

Source: Macrobond Financial, Bloomberg. PBoC.
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Our baseline scenario and key risks
• Our baseline:
− A messy muddling through

− Evergrande eventually defaults but measures taken to ring-fence it
− Some moderate easing of ‘three red lines’ to reduce stress on sector but the
government is not going to ease up significantly
− Bank lending from big state banks to fill funding hole
− Some policy easing to support home sales

− Growth very weak in H2; stimulus coming via RRR cut
• Key risks:
− Government helps less than expected

− Other big developers default if bank support comes too late
− Home sales drop further (sales critical source of income currently)
− Refinancing risks in 2022 as many bonds mature
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Other material on China’s housing market
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House prices

Average increase in house
prices below 5%. Small m/m
decline in September

Source: Macrobond Financial, NBS
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China house price level
High price level in tier-1 cities but
less so in other cities

Source: Macrobond Financial, NBS
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Housing inventories

China does not have a big
overhang of unsold
apartments available for
sale as in 2015.

Source: Macrobond Financial, NBS, Danske Bank
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Regulation tightened in August 2020
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Evergrande in own league – but others with high leverage

Source: Bloomberg
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We are at ‘peak housing’
• Around 20 million apartments
per year are currently being
built
• Around 13 million are for
urbanisation or urban
marriages
• Rest is for rental or upgrading
of existing housing
• A slowing of urbanisation +
inventories is expected to
reduce the need for new
housing

Source: Macrobond Financial, NBS, Danske Bank
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China’s urbanization rate has peaked

Source: Macrobond Financial, World Bank
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